Assembly Instructions

Dress-Up Kit/Pipe and Drape Runoff System by Draper

Caution
1. Be careful not to snag fabric with steel hooks on ends of horizontal drape supports.
2. If placed on an incline, weights such as sandbags may be necessary to add stability.
3. Some drapery fabrics are dry clean only. See fabric care notes below.
4. Drapes are hemmed at top and bottom to accept horizontal supports.
5. Drape panels are 13’ wide for setup at 10’, with 30% fullness.
6. Excessive heat, loading and leaving fabrics in dryer too long will detract from the permanent press characteristics.
7. Hang only recommended drapes from horizontal supports. Do not overload.

Dress-Up Kit Assembly

PLEASE NOTE: All components are labeled and color coded to facilitate assembly:

1. Valance Bar attaches to frame with simple bayonet-style mounting.
2. Drape Bars mount to Valance Bar, bayonet-style.
3. Optional adjustable Skirt Bar is secured to frame at desired level with positive-locking plunger mechanism. If Skirt Bar is not used, Skirt may be snapped to bottom of viewing surface.

Pipe & Drape Runoff Assembly

1. Attach uprights to steel bases using studs and place as close as possible to final position (see Fig. 2).

NOTE: Alternate stud locations are provided to allow placement of steel bases against walls or in corners.

2. Thread horizontal drape support through top pocket of drape (see Fig. 3).
3. Attach one end of horizontal drape support to one of the uprights (see Fig. 4).
4. Extend or collapse horizontal drape support to proper length.
5. Attach remaining end of horizontal drape support to other upright.

6. Adjust height by depressing friction lock to release upper portion of telescoping upright (see Fig. 5). Release friction lock to lock upright at desired height.

Fabric Care

Cotton: 100% cotton drapery fabrics are dry clean only.
Polyester: Polyester drapery fabrics should be machine washed to 120 degrees Fahrenheit using mild detergents. Remove from washer immediately and tumble dry to 120 degrees Fahrenheit using a cool-down cycle. Remove immediately to avoid wrinkling.

If you encounter any difficulties installing or servicing your screen, call your dealer or Draper, Inc., Spiceland, Ind., (765) 987-7999; or fax (765) 987-7142.